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ABSTRACT Ancillary services e.g., voltage control, congestion management and frequency control, require
to be compensated increasingly from the Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). DERs are predominantly
wind and photo-voltaic power plants, the major share of which are installed at the distribution grid level.
Therefore, the previously passive distribution grids require transformation towards a more active role.
Provision of ancillary services from the distribution grid level, requires assessment of active and reactive
power flexibility (PQ-flexibility) potentials. Furthermore, increased renewable penetration correlates to
increased responsibility of the Distribution System Operators (DSOs) for assessing the flexibility potentials.
An aggregation of distribution grid potentials, subject to technical grid constraints and technological power
limitations, is termed as Feasible Operating Region (FOR) of the distribution grid. The FOR effectively
serves as an interface between the DSOs and the Transmission System Operators (TSO), for flexibility
exchanges and planning of ancillary services provision. The determination of the FOR is established
in current research, using different algorithms e.g stochastic methods, meta-heuristic programming and
mathematical optimization techniques. In this paper, an FOR determination algorithm using successive linear
programming (sLP) is proposed and validated against established optimization approaches on a uniform
medium voltage (MV) grid model. Comparisons reveal competitiveness with established methods and an
added advantage of fast calculation times, suitable for real time assessments. Further enhancement of the
FOR is proposed, by integrating discrete transformer tap-changing operational flexibilities using a successive
mixed integer linear programming (sMILP). Results demonstrate an increase in the flexibility potential from
the distribution grid.

INDEX TERMS Ancillary services, flexibility aggregation, feasible operating region, stochastics, meta-
heuristics, successive linear programming, mixed-integer linear programming.

I. INTRODUCTION
In future power systems, the reduction of thermal power
and carbon footprint requires increased operational plan-
ning for ancillary services provision through Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs) [1]. Installation of DERs, pre-
dominantly at the distribution grid level [2], requires
a transition of distribution grids towards a more active
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role- Active Distribution Networks (ADNs). Ancillary ser-
vices provision at the transmission level from PQ-flexibilities
at the distribution level is undergoing changes according to
technical and regulatory specifications [3]–[5]. Estimation of
vertical PQ-flexibility potential (between two voltage levels)
available for extraction from the lower voltage levels requires
an aggregation method. Such an aggregation of potentials
essentially serves as an interface between the TSO and
DSO for feasibility studies and operational management of
the power grid. Aggregation of distribution grid potentials
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is subject to technical grid constraints and technological
constraints of the generation sources, controllable loads and
energy storages. Therefore, it is derived as an area of PQ-
flexibility provision, termed as the Feasible Operating Region
(FOR). The FOR determination is formulated using different
approaches in the present literature, classified into stochastic,
metaheuristic and optimization based methods. Stochastic
based approaches for determining the flexibility area are
presented in [6]. However, suggestions include importance
of optimization based methods for reducing computation
times and accurate determination of the edges. This is further
observed in [7], where the authors optimize a set of stochastic
Monte-Carlo simulated scenarios to determine a feasible
set. Convex approximation to determine the extremities is
suggested. This is demonstrated in [8], where Monte-Carlo
based feasibility set determination is then approximated using
a convex hull. However, this method does not account for
the inaccuracies resulting from regional non-convexities.
Studies in [9] expand upon the Monte-Carlo based scenario
generation approach for the determination of the FOR,
by considering a time-dependency of flexibilities (e.g., time
required for operating point adaptation).

In [10], an interior-point based optimization method is
presented to circumvent the drawback of determining the
extremities. Moreover, the concept of a flexibility cost map
is introduced, which considers the maximal cost allocation
by network operators for flexibility provision. An angle
based sampling strategy is introduced, where the feasible
set of boundary points are estimated by a discretized 360◦

angular scan of the PQ-plane. This strategy is further
demonstrated in [11], and an improved strategy based on
linear and quadratic cost allocation for the reduction of
computation time is presented. The method identifies the
FOR using reduced OPF runs. A detailed description of
a linear programming based FOR determination approach
is presented in [12]. A comparison between the non-linear
programming based method in [10] and the linear optimiza-
tion reveals faster computation time due to linearization.
Derivation of linearized power flow sensitivities and an
adaptation of the angle-based sampling strategy is used in the
aggregation procedure. A follow-up study in [13] investigates
the impact of grid topology changes and transformer-tap
changing operations on flexibility provision. Permutations
and combinations of the discrete switching actions yield
multiple FORs with the switching actions as a 3rd dimension.
The authors in [14] present a comprehensive comparison
of a GAMS based non-linear programming, a quadratically
constrained linear program (QCLP) and a particle swarm
optimization (PSO) based approach for the determination of
the FOR. The criteria for the comparison considers accuracy
of edge determination and computation times.

The field of distribution grid flexibility aggregation is
evolving to cope with the challenges of renewable integrated
future power systems and TSO-DSO cooperation. Recent
works present approaches for consideration of stochastic
power injections using linearized OPF approaches [15]–[17].

Time-coupling of flexibility provision is presented in [16],
[18]. Research in [19] adopts an adapted version of the FOR
determination in [12], for a time-based aggregation of flexi-
bilities with grid state estimation. This addresses the reduced
observability of distribution grids. Fast computation times
indicate usability in real time applications. Application of the
FOR from the MV grid level for congestion management at
the HV grid level is demonstrated in [20]. A mixed integer
linear programming based cost-optimal disaggregation of
the FOR based flexibility provision addresses the flexibility
market characteristics [21].

Even though [12] validates the linear optimization method
based FOR determination, the comparability with recent
developments is deemed important. Adaptation to the linear
optimization method is required to ensure comparable
results. Furthermore, although [13] considers transformer
flexibilities, independent OPF runs to determine a discrete
3-dimensional FOR for each tap-changer settings is pro-
posed. Since, such a three dimensional aspect is difficult
for integration in power system operational management,
corresponding adaptations are required. Therefore, in this
paper, novel sampling strategies for linear optimization
based FOR determination are presented, that strive to ensure
comparability of result quality with established optimization
methods presented in [14]. Simultaneously, fast computation
times are ensured. Advantages include application in real
time-based aggregations and assessment of a multitude of
uncertain scenarios. The FOR is further adapted considering
linearized transformer sensitivities, for a 2-dimensional
enhancement of the flexibility area provision. According
to the authors’ knowledge, such an application of discrete
transformer tap-sensitivities in the FOR context is not
mentioned in existing literature.

The paper is divided into the following sub-parts: section
II presents the mathematical background for deriving the
linear sensitivities; section III presents the methodology
for the determination of the FOR; section IV describes
the investigated grid topology; in section V the results are
presented along with corresponding analyses; section VI
concludes the topic with suggestions regarding further work
in the research.

II. METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION OF THE
FEASIBLE OPERATING REGION
The determination of the FOR of the underlying voltage
level is formulated as an optimal powerflow problem.
The power flow (up-/ down-regulation of injected power
at the nodes), is incrementally adapted in successive
samples (or steps). Correspondingly, the maximum potential
provision of active and reactive power exchange at the
MV-HV interconnection is determined for each sampled
adjustment. The interconnection power flow (IPF) is subject
to technical grid constraints and technology constraints of
the PQ-flexibilities. Successive linear programming (sLP)
method, which is widely used in OPF formulations
[22]–[24], is selected for solving the problem formulation.
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The non-linear power flow equations are linearized around
the point of operation, around which validity is ensured.
The algorithm is solved iteratively, using the optimization
results at each iteration step for a power flow calculation to
obtain the adapted grid state. Therefore, an iterative adap-
tation of the operating points of the flexibilities, maximum
and minimum range of the PQ-flexibilities and technical
constraints for each iteration, is required. These adaptations
serve as the input for the subsequent iteration. A convergence
criterion satisfying a permissible tolerance band stops the
iterative process, yielding the results of the algorithm for each
sample.

A. LINEARIZED POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
The notations for the presented equations throughout the
paper are described:
• The variables are specified with appropriate indices or
as vectors

• In vector notation, matrices are symbolised in bold and
in capital letters (e.g., A ). One-dimensional vectors are
specified with small and bold letters (e.g., a), single-
valued scalars are indicated by capital or small letters
(e.g., A or a).

The power flow equations are presented in polar coordi-
nates as follows:

Pi = V 2
i Yii cos θii +

n∑
j=1
i6=j

ViVjYij cos(δi − δj − θij) (1)

Qi = −V 2
i Yii sin θii +

n∑
j=1
i6=j

ViVjYij sin(δi − δj − θij) (2)

The indices i, j ∈ n represent the bus numbers, where
n specifies the total number of busses in the system.
Linearization of the power flow equations with Taylor’s first
order approximation yields sensitivities in the form of the
Jacobian matrix. Inverting the Jacobian matrix (J−1) results
in the desired angle-power (δ − p, δ − q), and voltage-power
(v− p, v− q) sensitivities1.[

1δ

1v

]
= J−1

[
1p
1q

]
(3)

with

J−1 =


∂δ

∂p
∂δ

∂q
∂v
∂p

∂v
∂q



1Voltage dependencies of loads is neglected (constant loads are con-
sidered). Inclusion of voltage dependencies requires a voltage dependent
adaptaion of the shunt impedances in equations (1) and (2). This influences
the sensitivities for a further accurate estimation of the grid conditions.
However, in the scope of this work, this augmentation is not deemed
significant

The sensitivities are further expanded upon by deriving
sensitivities with regards to transformer tap-changing oper-
ation, thus, integrating OLTC operation as an additional
flexibility. The corresponding branch power flow equations,
with discrete tap-changing variables (τ ) are presented as
follows [24]:

Pi,t = V 2
i Yii cos θii + ViVj

Yij
τ

cos(δi − δj − θij) (4)

Pj,t = V 2
j
Yjj
τ 2

cos θjj + ViVj
Yij
τ

cos(δj − δi − θij) (5)

Qi,t = −V 2
i Yii sin θii + ViVj

Yij
τ

sin(δi − δj − θij) (6)

Qj,t = −V 2
j
Yjj
τ 2

sin θjj + ViVj
Yij
τ

sin(δj − δi − θij) (7)

with

τ = (1+ σ
1η

100
); σ ∈ Z | −10 ≤ σ ≤ 10

s.t for

1η = 0.25; τ ∈ [0.975, 1.025]

for i ∈ n, and i, t ∈ nt , where nt represents the
set of receiving and sending end buses connected with a
transformer. σ represents the discrete-tap settings within
the integer set of numbers Z. The range of σ and the
specification of 1η can further be validated from [25], [26].
The influence of the tap-changing operation at the MV-HV
interconnection branch, therefore, affects the power flow,
and correspondingly can influence the FOR. Consequently,
the active and reactive power branch flow sensitivities with
regards to the discrete tap-setting variable are derived:

∂Pi,t
∂σ
;
∂Pj,t
∂σ
;
∂Qi,t
∂σ
;
∂Qj,t
∂σ

(8)

This work neglects the phase sensitivities of the transformer
taps, as their usage is limited in the present scenario
(phase-shifting transformers are not applied in practice at
the MV-HV interconnections). Correspondingly, the angle
and voltage sensitivities for all buses are enhanced by
combining (3) and (8), resulting in angle-tap (δ − σ ) and
voltage-tap (v− σ ) sensitivities:

∂δi

∂σ
=

∂δi

∂Pi,t

∂Pi,t
∂σ
+

∂δi

∂Pj,t

∂Pj,t
∂σ

+
∂δi

∂Qi,t

∂Qi,t
∂σ
+

∂δi

∂Qj,t

∂Qj,t
∂σ

(9)

∂vi
∂σ
=

∂vi
∂Pi,t

∂Pi,t
∂σ
+

∂vi
∂Pj,t

∂Pj,t
∂σ

+
∂vi
∂Qi,t

∂Qi,t
∂σ
+

∂vi
∂Qj,t

∂Qj,t
∂σ

(10)

Subsequently, the bus voltagemagnitude and angle deviations
are expressed as follows:

1δ =
∂δ

∂p
1p+

∂δ

∂q
1q+

∂δ

∂σ
1σ (11)

1v =
∂v
∂p
1p+

∂v
∂q
1q+

∂v
∂σ
1σ (12)
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Within an optimization environment, the deviations are bound
within constraints subject to technical network limitation,
as previously discussed. The method is further extended to
include branch current constraints, the formulation for which
is adapted from a well established work on branch current
sensitivities [27], [28]. The formulation is described as:

1i = IDTT1δT + IUTT1vT (13)

with

IDTT =
∂1iT
∂δT
; IUTT =

∂1iT
∂vT

The subscript T refers to the branch terminals (T = 2l,
where l represents the number of lines or branches). The
subscript TT describes current sensitivities for a corre-
sponding deviation of the terminal bus voltage angles and
magnitudes (terminal sensitivities). However, in the presented
optimization environment, the variables used are bus voltage
magnitudes and angles. Therefore, the terminal sensitivity
matrix is multiplied with the nodal-incidence matrix, to yield
terminal-bus sensitivity matrices IDTB and IUTB.
It is imperative to mention the usage of transformer

sensitivities to influence the branch power flow (8), in addi-
tion to the angle-tap and voltage-tap sensitivities. However,
negligence of the phase-shifting property, as previously
mentioned, effectively influences a dominant sensitivity of
the tap-changing operation on the reactive power flow.
The corresponding influence on the active power flow is
negligible. Therefore, the reactive power transfer sensitivity
from (8) is used for integration into the optimization
environment.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE FEASIBLE OPERATING
REGION
A. FORMULATION OF THE SUCCESSIVE LINEAR
OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
The linear optimal power flow environment is formulated as:

min cTx | x = [1pT,1qT,1σT,1δT,1vT]Tm,1;

c = [ck ]Tm,1, k ∈ [1,m] ∩ Z;m = 4n+ 1

Aineqx ≤ bineq;Aeqx = beq
s.t 1pmin ≤ 1p ≤ 1pmax

1qmin ≤ 1q ≤ 1qmax

1σmin ≤ 1σ ≤ 1σmax (14)

c refers to the vector of costs ck (penalty factors) associated
with the variable vector x. The inequality (subscript ’ineq’)
and equality (subscript ’eq’) matrices divided into the upper
bound (subscript ’ub’) and lower bound (subscript ’lb’)
matrices are expressed as:

Aineq =

[
Aineq,ub
Aineq,lb

]
; bineq =

[
bineq,ub
bineq,lb

]
Aeq =

[
Aeq,ub
Aeq,lb

]
; beq =

[
beq,ub
beq,lb

]
Aineq,lb = −Aineq,ub;Aeq,lb = −Aeq,ub

bineq,lb = −bineq,ub; beq,lb = −beq,ub

The upper bound matrices specify adherence to the max-
imal grid constraints, whereas, the lower bound matrices
correspond to the minimal grid constraints. The matrices are
specified as follows:

Aineq,ub =


∂δ

∂p
∂δ

∂q
∂δ

∂σ
0n,n 0n,n

∂v
∂p

∂v
∂q

∂v
∂σ

0n,n 0n,n

01,n 01,n 0 IDTB IUTB


3n,m

Aeq,ub =


∂δ

∂p
∂δ

∂q
∂δ

∂σ
−1n,n 0n,n

∂v
∂p

∂v
∂q

∂v
∂σ

0n,n −1n,n

01,n 01,n 0 01,n 01,n


3n,m

bineq,ub =

δmax − δ0
vmax − v0
imax − i0

i0


3n,1

; beq,ub =

0n,10n,1
0n,1


3n,1

Dimension m = 4n + 1, refers to the 4 vectors
(1p,1q,1δ,1v ∈ x) and the scalar transformer variable
(1σ ), since, the transformer sensitivity is a single variable,
considered only for the MV-HV interconnection bus. The
subscript ’max’,’min’ and ’0’ correspondingly refer to
the maximum, minimum constraint limits and the current
operating point.

B. INTRODUCTION OF SLACK VARIABLES
Slack variables are effectively applied in OPF algorithms
for diagnostics and addition of soft constraints [22], [23].
In this work, the OPF formulation is enhanced by including
two types of slack variables, distinguished by the nature
of their respective cost terms. Depending on the objective,
the cost terms are manipulated to penalise or reward the
slack variables. The rows pertaining to the constraints
for angle, voltage and current variables (1δ,1v,1i) are
augmented with slack variables (x̃slack) associated with
penalty cost factors. These determine the causes of possible
infeasibilities. For example, reactive power dispatch being a
localized problem, requires mitigation of localized voltage
violations via proximal flexibility provision. Therefore,
unavailability of sufficient flexibility at proximal nodes leads
to infeasibility of the solution. Slack variables enable the
solution to converge, while determining the specific nodes,
where flexibility provision is required. The penalty costs are
allocated sufficiently high terms to restrict the usage of slack
variables only in cases of infeasibility and prevent inadvertent
abuse.

Aineq,ubx− Aslackx̃slack ≤ bub
Aineq,lbx+ Aslackx̃slack ≤ blb

Aslack = diag(1) =


1
1
. . .

1

 (15)
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Furthermore, as mentioned above, slack variables are also
introduced to reward the objective. In the scope of this work,
the determination of maximal provision of active and reactive
vertical power exchanges at the MV-HV interconnection is
of importance. Therefore, slack variables are introduced for
fulfillment of these criteria for every sampled adaptation of
the vertical power flow.

n∑
d=1

1Pd − 1 · xslack,p = 0 |
n∑

d=1

1Pd = P̃vert

n∑
d=1

1Qd − 1 · xslack,q = 0 |
n∑

d=1

1Qd = Q̃vert (16)

where d ∈ n indicates the buses equipped with decentral
sources for the investigated scenario, and subscript ’vert’
represents the vertical power exchange (IPF). The subscripts
’p’ and ’q’ specify the respective slack variables for the active
and reactive power exchange. The cost factors associated
with the slack variables are negative for maximum positive
Qvert provision and positive for maximum negative Qvert
provision, thus, enabling maximal utilization of respective
positive/negative reactive power injection from the individual
devices. For Pvert provision, negative cost allows maximum
possible increase of active power demand at the nodes (down-
regulation is considered for the DERs). However, analogous
implementation of up-regulation is possible by allocation of
positive cost terms for xslack,p.

The linear optimal power flow formulation is accordingly
augmented as follows:

min cTx | x = [1pT,1qT,1σT,1δT,1vT, xTslack]
T
m,1;

c = [ck ]Tm,1, k = [1,m] ∩ Z;m = 4n+ 1

Ãineqx ≤ b̃ineq; Ãeqx = b̃eq
s.t 1pmin ≤ 1p ≤ 1pmax

1qmin ≤ 1q ≤ 1qmax

1σmin ≤ 1σ ≤ 1σmax

xslack,min ≤ xslack ≤ xslack,max (17)

with

xslack =

 x̃slack
xslack,p
xslack,q

 ; Ãineq,ub =

Aineq,ub
Avert,p
Avert,q

Aslack

 ;
b̃ineq,ub =

bineq,ub0
0


where [

Avert,p
Avert,q

]
=

[
11,n 01,n 0 01,n 01,n

01,n 11,n
∂Qj,τ
∂σ

01,n 01,n

]
The transformer branch reactive power flow sensitivity is
included for influencing the branch reactive power flow
utilization. The equality matrices formulation is augmented
accordingly.

C. SAMPLED AGGREGATION OF DISTRIBUTION GRID
POTENTIALS (FOR DETERMINATION)
The OPF algorithm is solved for sampled adaptation of the
power flow. For successive incremental reductions of active
power injection from the DER technologies, the maximum
positive and negative reactive power provision is determined.
Therefore, the generalized OPF formulation for distribution
grid flexibility aggregation is described as:

max±1Qvert,k

s.t 1P̃vert,k =
n∑

d=1

1Pd

1Q̃vert,k =

n∑
d=1

1Qd

1Pd,max ≤ 1Pd,max ≤ 1Pd,max

1Qd,max ≤ 1Qd,max ≤ 1Qd,max

vmin ≤ v0 +1v ≤ vmax

imin ≤ i0 +1i ≤ imax (18)

Since, the MV-HV interconnection branch connects the MV
grid with the HV node (considered as slack), maximization
of the vertical exchanges are maximized through utilization
of individual devices, see (16). The symbols P̃vert and
Q̃vert differentiate from Pvert and Qvert, obtained from
determining the interconnection power transfer from power
flow calculations, using the corresponding optimal solution.
A sampled adaption enables the analysis of varied potential
of Qvert provision, subject to the influence of the active
power flow in the grid. The effect is of importance due
to the high R

X ratio of the MV grid level. A successive
reduction of power injection from the decentralized sources,
for example, requires increased power flow from the HV
grid level. Therefore, receiving end nodes are subject to an
increased voltage drop, correspondingly affecting the Qvert
provision of the MV grid. This is attributed to a reduced
security margin from the absolute voltage limits, due to
deviations in operational bus voltages.

Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary FOR with the number
of samples k = 10. The segmentation with increasing
transparency corresponds to increasing active power flow
on the x-axis. The dotted markings represent the maximal
and minimal reactive power provision determined for each
step-wise increment in active power flow. A decrease in
reactive power provision is observed with successively
segmented power flows, attributed to the reduced security
margin of the voltage band.

The sampled aggregation method is described in Figure 2.
Figure 3 presents the schematic representations of different
state of the art sampling strategies. A detailed discussion
is provided in [14]. The angle-based sampling strategy
that samples the FOR margin at different angle samples,
is unsuitable for integration in a linearized optimization
context. This is attributed to the increased deviations between
the boundary points and the initial start point. However,
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of a sampled FOR with no. of samples (k)=10.

the validity of linearized sensitivities is accurate around the
initial point of operation. This limitation can be circumvented
by using an iterative process, using the optimal solution in
power flow calculations, and correspondingly adapting them,
to ensure validity.

The set-point based sampling strategy is adapted for a
linear optimization context. Starting from an initial point,
the samples are determined successively, such that each
successive active power set point of the devices is used as
a starting point for the next optimization step. The deviation
between successive active power samples is reduced, increas-
ing accuracy of the linear sensitivities. The optimization
results are used in power flow calculations and iterated to
ensure feasibility considering applied constraints.

The set-point based iterative sampling strategy is an
enhancement on the set-point based strategy by iterating
upon the boundary points of the FOR. Iterations are used to
ensure a maximal possible utilization of the flexibilities, and
reduce deviations between optimization results and power
flow calculations. Therefore, an accurate approximation
for ensuring congruency of the results is an additional
enhancement, discussed in results (section V). The number
of iterations are selected empirically to achieve sufficient
accuracy.

The Qvert deviation reduced strategy, further reduces the
deviations between successive samples by using the margin
points as the initial operating points for each successive
optimization step. Due to minimal deviations between the
successive points, increased accuracy of the linear sensitiv-
ities is achieved. Therefore, a reduction in computation time,
is attributed to decreased iterations for validating the optimal
solution against power flow calculations.

D. COMPARISON WITH ESTABLISHED OPF BASED FOR
DETERMINATION METHODS
The linear optimization based FOR determination is fur-
ther validated against previously established methods. The
methods, namely, a GAMS based non-linear programming
(NLP), a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and a quadrat-
ically constrained linear programming (QCLP) algorithm,

FIGURE 2. Algorithmic description of a generalized FOR determination
using linearized optimization methods.

are explained in detail [14]. An area comparison reveals
comparability and practicability of linear programming for
an FOR based PQ-flexibility aggregation. A comparison of
computation times establishes its suitability for usage in fast
calculation scenarios, e.g., real time flexibility assessment
and impact of renewable power uncertainties.

E. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The technical PQ-capabilities of the converter connected
DERs are described with different shapes subject to grid
codes and regulations of corresponding network operators.
Figure 4 presents some common PQ-capability curves that are
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FIGURE 3. Sampling strategies used in determination of the FOR.

FIGURE 4. PQ-capabilities for converter connected wind and solar DER
technologies (D-shaped, rectangular shaped, triangular shaped).

considered in technical implementations [29]. A d-shaped,
rectangular or triangular PQ-capability is usually prescribed,
subject respectively to device capabilities, constant reac-
tive power output or a constant power factor provision.
Further complex modifications can be prescribed by the
corresponding network operator as demonstrated in Figure 5.
In the scope of this work, a rectangular shaped PQ-capability
(a clipped version of the Variant IV)) is considered for
ease of implementation in linear optimization. A triangular
PQ-capability can be, however, analogously implemented
owing to the linear characteristic. However, a more complex
non-linear shape, e.g the ’d-shaped’ arrangement requires
simplification in the form of a piecewise linearization
formulation (e.g. Variant VI).

The determination of the FOR at the MV-HV interconnec-
tion for a radial distribution grid is illustrated in Figure 6. The
PQ-capabilities of the DER technologies at the MV/LV grid
level are represented as standard, simplified PQ-polygons.
These are subsequently aggregated to determine the potential

FIGURE 5. Typical PQ-capability curves of different technologies.

FIGURE 6. A schematic representation of FOR determination for a radial
distribution grid.

FIGURE 7. Exemplary PQ-capabilities as prescribed by E.ON (Germany)
and N.GET (U.K).

FOR at the MV-HV interconnection. The resulting shape
is non-linear and possibly non-convex, subject to grid and
technology constraints and grid losses due to power transfer.

Exemplary standard PQ-capabilities specified by different
network operators like E.ON (Germany) and N.GET (U.K)
are described in Figure 7 [29].

Assumptions and further technical considerations imple-
mented in the scope of this work are detailed as follows:
• The device reactive power capabilities are constrained
between qd,min = −pd,max tanφ and qd,max =

pd,max tanφ, with cosφ ∈ [0.85, 0.9]
• Active power flexibilities are subject to down-regulation
(0 ≤ pd ≤ pd,max), as DERs are assumed to be operating
at the MPPT mode.
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FIGURE 8. Adapted Cigre MV/LV grid topology.

• A detailed specification of line, transformer and load
parameters is presented in [14].

• Bus voltages are constrained within a range of±10% of
the nominal voltage (0.9 pu ≤ v ≤ 1.1 pu)

• Cost for operating individual devices (active and
reactive power regulation) are not considered, as eco-
nomic aspects are not focused in the undertaken
study. However, for monotonically increasing behaviour
of active power (down-regulation), linear cost terms
can be considered. Reactive power which exhibits
non-monotonicity requires linear cost terms in conjunc-
tion with absolute cost formulation [30].

F. TOOLBOX FOR THE OPTIMIZATION ENVIRONMENT
The successive linear programming formulation (sLP) is
achieved using robust interior-point methods of the LIN-
PROG method, and integrations of integer variables for the
OLTC tap-set flexibilities is performed using the ’branch
and bound’ algorithm of the INTLINPROG method [31].
Computations are performed on a computer with a 1.6 GHz.
i5-8365U processor and 16 GB RAM.

IV. THE INVESTIGATED NETWORK TOPOLOGY
Investigations are performed on an adapted Cigre MV grid
model, integrated with a power flow dataset representing
corresponding renewable penetration and load profile for the
examined time frame [32]. The radial nature of the grid is
typical in Europe, and establishes comparability with studies
conducted in this area [12], [14].

The power system comprises of 3 different voltage levels
coupled by transformer interconnection (the 110 kV HV
bus, considered as the slack node; the 20 kV MV grid
and the 0.4 kV LV grid level). Wind power plants and
industrial loads are connected to the MV buses, whereas,
the PV installations and household loads are aggregated
for simplicity and connected at the LV grid level. Figure 8
displays the examined grid topology.

FIGURE 9. Linearized FOR determination with different sampling
strategies.

V. RESULTS: AGGREGATION OF DISTRIBUTION GRID
POTENTIALS IN THE FORM OF AN FOR
A. COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF FOR DETERMINATION
BASED ON LINEARIZED OPTIMIZATION
The linear programming based FOR determination is inves-
tigated in this section and the results are segregated based
on the applied sampling strategies. Figure 9 presents the
corresponding results. The adapted sampling strategies are
specified as follows:
• Strategy A: set-point based sampling
• Strategy B: set-point based iterative sampling
• Strategy C: Qvert deviation-reduced sampling
• Strategy D: upper edge simulated using strategy C and
strategy B is applied for determination of the lower edge

The increased number of samples (k = 100) yield a smoother
simulation of edges compared to (k = 10) in Figure 1, which
is used for demonstration of the algorithm. Comparative
observations reveal that Strategy A determines the minimum
area, as evident from the upper and lower edges. This is
improved upon by Strategy B, which produces an increased
area, as evidenced from an accurately sampled lower edge.
Strategy C, based on reduced deviations, determines an
improved upper edge, however, the lower edge is comparable
to that of A. Strategy D determines both edges accurately and
presents the maximum observed area of the FOR. Therefore,
Strategy D is used for subsequent comparisons with results
from other optimization methods. A comparative illustration
is presented in Figure 10, validating the observations of area
determination. The computation times are tabulated for the
discussed strategies. It is observed that the reduced deviations
based Strategy C requires the minimum computation time.
This is attributed to the increased accuracy of linear
sensitivities in approximating the power flow conditions,
resulting in decreased successive iterations. In contrast,
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of FOR determined by linear optimization based
sampling strategies.

TABLE 1. Computation times of sLP based FOR determination strategies.

in Strategy B, increased iterations at each sampled boundary
point contribute to the highest documented computation time.
Strategy D offers a trade-off, by securing an increase in area
at the cost of a higher computation time.

B. VALIDATION OF FOR DETERMINED BY SUCCESSIVE
LINEAR PROGRAMMING (sLP) WITH ESTABLISHED FOR
DETERMINATION ALGORITHMS
Subsequently, comparative investigation of FOR determina-
tion with established algorithms, as previously mentioned
are displayed in Figure 11. The GAMS, PSO and QCLP
based FOR determination results are adopted for comparison
from [14], where detailed information of the methods are
presented. The comparisons consider the area of the FOR,
thus, revealing information on the determined flexibility
potential and computation times of the corresponding
methods. The GAMS and PSO based methods present
improved determinations of the flexibility area compared to
the QCLP and sLP. However, the deviations of the edges as
evident from the examinations, are not significant. Therefore,
comparability and competitiveness of the sLP based method
is established.

The corresponding computation times from [14] are
tabulated for the different methods and juxtaposed with
the computation time required for the sLP. It is noted
that the linear programming based FOR presents accurate
and comparable representation of the area, at significantly
reduced computation times (by a factor of 11 to 70 times).
This proves the practicability of usage in real time flexibility
assessments.

FIGURE 11. FOR comparison with different optimizations methods based
on - GAMS, PSO, QCLP and sLP.

TABLE 2. Comparison of computation times.

FIGURE 12. Linearized FOR determination with different sampling
strategies.

C. ENHANCEMENT OF FOR BY INTEGRATION OF
TRANSFORMER TAP-CHANGING FLEXIBILITIES
Integration of transformer tap-changing flexibilities in the
linear programming formulation enables an increased FOR
area, presented in Figure 12. A comparative assessment
with strategies C and D is presented in Figure 13 (the
corresponding FOR is depicted by FOR trafo-flex). The
increase in area is apparent by comparative observations
of the upper edges, whereas, a negligible improvement is
noticed for the lower edge. The sampling of the FOR with
integrated transformer flexibilities is based on strategy C,
as an implementation of strategy D, resulted in inaccuracies
and convergence issues. The corresponding computation time
is increased to 15.97 s, due to integration of integer (discrete)
transformer (OLTC) tap-changing flexibilities.

Table 3 records the area comparisons from Figure 11
and the corresponding computation times which are jux-
taposed with the area and computation times of the FOR
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FIGURE 13. Enhancement of FOR by integration of transformer
tap-changing flexibilities.

TABLE 3. Comparison of area and computation times.

enhanced with transformer flexibilities (FOR trafoflex).
The results reveal comparability of the sLP based FOR
determination, along with area enhancement by integration of
transformer flexibilities. Furthermore, fast computation times
are observed even after integration of integer transformer tap-
set variables.

A comparison of bus voltages and branch power flows
are presented in Figure 14. The results are presented for
the sampling of upper and lower edges of the FOR. The
upper bus voltages correlate with negative reactive power
provision at the MV/HV interconnection, whereas, lower bus
voltages correspond with positive reactive power provision.
A decreasing trend in the bus voltages with increasing sample
numbers is observed in both cases, supporting increased
voltage drops correlating with increased power flowing from
the HV grid level. For the integrated transformer flexibilities,
an increase in the lower bus voltages (for samples k ≥
70) is attributed to the corrective-iterative actions of the
optimizer to prevent voltage limit violations. It is noted that
the bus voltages are maintained within permissible limits
in both cases (with and without integration of transformer
flexibilities).

The power flows are normalized to the maximum branch
power transfer capacity. An assessment of normalized branch
power flows reveal the adherence to technical constraints.

FIGURE 14. Grid state comparison pre- and post-integration of
transformer flexibilities.

Since, absolute values are considered, the branch flows for
the lower edge determination are plotted against the inverted
z-axis. This enables juxtaposition of the sampled power
flows for determination of both the upper and lower edges.
Furthermore, an increase in MV/HV interconnection power
flow is noted (branchidx : 57, 58) with successive decrement
of decentral power injection. This validates the increased
power transfer from the HV grid level.

Figure 15 presents a comparison of total reactive power
utilization of DERs pre- and post-enhancement of FOR with
transformer flexibilities. This is attributed to the additional
transformer tap-changer flexibilities that can influence the
bus voltages, thereby, influencing the reactive power flow.
Increased reactive power transfer through the MV-HV
interconnection is enabled, thus, enhancing utilization of
the DER reactive power potentials. The increased reactive
power utilization corroborates the increased area of FOR,
as revealed by Figure 13.

Therefore, in all the above instances, the FOR determined
is a 2-dimensional potential PQ-flexibility area at theMV-HV
interconnection branch. The results presented are based on
step-wise decrement of active power from DERs (since,
a MPPT based operation is assumed). Therefore, the resultant
flexibility at HV nodes translate to demanded active power
and injected/demanded reactive power. The FORs, therefore,
reflect the PQ-flexibility at the corresponding HV nodes, and
can be used in operational management of the HV grid e.g.,
voltage control and congestion management.
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of Qd utilization pre- and post- integration of
transformer flexibilities.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
The current research addresses the requirement for increased
TSO-DSO cooperation in times of the energy transition.
A distribution grid PQ-flexibility aggregation is developed
for ancillary service exchanges and operational management
planning between the TSO and DSO. The aggregated
flexibility area, termed as a feasible operating region (FOR),
is determined using successive linear optimization. The
results are validated against established methods. Features
such as comparability of the results, speed of computation
and practicability of usage in real time applications are
demonstrated. Enhancement of the flexibility potentials by
an increased area of the FOR is achieved by integration
of transformer tap-changing flexibilities. The corresponding
formulation is developed in a successive mixed integer linear
programming environment. Subsequent usage of the FORs
in the HV grid operational management or an equivalent
flexibility assessment at the HV-EHV interconnections are
subjects of further research. Therefore, the investigation
presents the groundwork for further studies in multi-voltage
level ancillary services exchange and operational manage-
ment planning.

A constant evolution of further developments in this field
of research is foreseen. An integration of cost-prioritization
of device flexibilities requires consideration, thus, enabling
a corresponding disaggregation to the individual devices in
the form of concentric gradients. Research regarding grid
uncertainties is undergoing rapid evolution. Moreover, the
investigated FOR is determined for radial grids with a single
interconnection between the lower and higher voltage levels.
This requires further expansion, by development of the FOR
over multiple interconnections and consideration of meshed
topologies, typical of HV grid levels.
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